RACE 1:

7 – 5 – 11 – 8

RACE 2:

12 – 8 – 5 – 10

RACE 3:

1–6–2–5

RACE 4:

8–3–7–5

RACE 5:

4–5–1–6

RACE 6:

1–3–7–5

RACE 7:

7–3–6–4

RACE 8:

12 – 6 – 7 – 2

RACE 9:

6–7–2–3

RACE 10: 11 – 2 – 5 – 9
RACE 11: 6 – 5 – 10 – 8
RACE 12: 3 – 1 – 5 – 4
RACE 13: 8 – 2 – 3 – 1
RACE 14: 3 – 4 – 5 – 8

Saturday, June 30, 2018
Summit of Speed ’18: Happy Summit of Speed Day! Here’s to
a terrific, profitable (for you) and safe 14-race extravaganza this
Saturday at Gulfstream Park. Personally, I have always dug the
Summit of Speed. In fact, it takes no effort on my part in recalling
many of the insanely fast, big-talent horses like Caller One, Xtra
Heat, Gold Mover and Madcap Escapade that helped make the
Summit of Speed a smashing success at the turn of the century –
it was inaugurated in early summer of 2000. Nearly two decades
later, this exclusive, big-day event for sprinters is still going
strong. Sorry, those routers and marathon types need not apply
in the stakes action on Summit of Speed Day.
Mandatory Payouts Saturday: Friendly reminder: all of
Gulfstream Park’s carryover pools – the Rainbow 6, late Pick 5
and Super High 5 – will pay out entirely on Saturday. As I write
this Thursday morning, the jackpot Rainbow 6 pool sits at a
gargantuan $800,000! That is a very, very big pile of cash! And
needless to say, it the jackpot does not get hit Thursday or
Friday, Saturday’s Rainbow 6 pool is likely to exceed $10 million.
Talk about a Summit of Speed Day to remember!
X Y Jet is a Monster: I really enjoyed looking over the lifetime
resume of the gifted sprinter X Y Jet. X Y Jet, at 9-7-2 from 21
starts, will likely roll at odds of 1/2 or 3/5 in the fifth and final
stakes race of the afternoon, the Grade 3 Smile Sprint. The 250k
Smile Sprint, race 13 of 14, marks X Y Jet’s return to American
competition. His last race, 91 days ago, was a giant but brutal
head loss to Mind Your Biscuits in Dubai’s Golden Shaheen.
There is a very good chance he’ll break first and never look back.

A Very, Very (Very) Late Pick 5: With a stacked n’ packed 14-race card, there is obviously enough
racing to go around here Summit of Speed day for everyone. While taking a stab in the Rainbow 6 –
again a mandatory payout of the entire pool – I’m also likely to play the proceeding late Pick 5 ticket
for $36. X Y Jet appears a very strong, reasonable and appealing single in the Smile Sprint; his
outside post and ridiculous early speed – come and get him boys – make him even more imposing.
So, X Y Jet anchors my Summit of Speed late Pick 5 ticket, a ticket that goes like this…
R10:
2,5,11 -Straightforward in leg 1 with two key dropdowns and of course, 0/14 Nonno Nino
GULFSTREAMPARK.C
R11: 5,6,10 -Big
OMpurse increase of 26k for these 62-50 claimers have brought out a big field!
R12: 1,3
-Defending winner Curlin’s Approval faces an improving My Miss Tapit
R13: 8
-Freshened after Dubai, healthy and just a really, really good racehorse
R14: 3,4,5,8 -Need coverage to cash; run this race 10 times, you might get seven different winners

